Microsatellite instability is not related to response to cisplatin-based chemotherapy in cervical cancer.
This study investigates whether microsatellite instability (MSI) due to defects of the mismatch repair (MMR) system could be associated with response to cisplatin-based neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT) and if cisplatin exposure could select MSI-positive cell clones in cervical cancer. Microsatellite analysis was performed by polymerase chain reactions using six microsatellite markers, while hMLH1 protein expression was investigated by immunohistochemistry. We found that 1 tumor out of 20 (5%) NACT-responding patients and 1 tumor out of 18 (6%) nonresponding patients showed MSI. The analysis of tumor specimens collected after NACT revealed no change in the banding pattern as compared to each corresponding pre-NACT tumor at each locus tested. hMLH1 staining was observed in at least > or =80% of cells in all tumors examined except the two exhibiting MSI. Our data showed that MSI due to defects of the MMR system seems not to play a crucial role in the biology of human cervical cancer cells and that MSI seems not to be related to response to chemotherapy. Moreover, cisplatin exposure did not seem to select for MMR-deficient tumor clones in cervical cancer.